Foreword

Roberta Dans

While daydreaming has long been derided as a lazy, nonproductive pastime, it is now commonly acknowledged
that dreaming can be constructive in many situations.
There are plenty of examples of people in creative
or artistic careers, such ascomposers, novelists and
filmmakers, developing new ideas through dreaming.
I must confess I am often guilty of daydreaming. I enjoy
drifting away, shutting down from the real world, to mull,
to dream…. I must also agree some of my best ideas
are conjured up through some lucid daydreaming. And
I actually attribute this to frequent practice during my
childhood!
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And this is what Jon Jaylo’s collection reminds me of: my
daydreams as a child.
His works can be described as witty and thoughtprovoking, displaying ordinary objects in an extraordinary
context. He reminds us, he prods us, then takes us
through a visionary fantasy, reminiscent of happy
thoughts and pleasant memories of hope and ambition,
conjuring a youthful assortment of fantasy.
Jon’s work brings out the child in all of us, and it is with
this trait I hope you will all enjoy its aide-mémoire. In
their search for meaning, humans can turn to dreams in
order to find answers and explanations. But studies also
show that dreams reflect the human trait of optimistic
thinking since results show that humans tend to focus
more on dreams where good things take place. With the
unique opportunity to unravel our positive thoughts
and memories through the fascinating maze of Jon
Jaylo’s extraordinary art – the combination can only be a
stunning and exceptional experience as we voyage towards
a seemingly familiar wonderland of dreams.

{

Unlikely Tourists

5 10m m x 560m m / p e n & i n k on p ap e r / Apr i l of 2 0 1 2

D iana’s Mov ing C a stle

355mm x 456mm / p en & i n k on p ap er / Apr i l of 2 0 1 2

}

{

A Dog’s Story

965mm x 534m m / p en & in k on p ap e r / Apr i l of 2 0 1 2

The Traveller

6 2 5 m m x 4 0 5 m m / p en & i n k on p ap er / 2 0 1 2

}

Jon Jaylo carefully enthralls his audience into the world of
daydreaming and adventure.
Like a journey through dreams, the artist presents a
succession of familiar images that usually remind us of
our alternate fantasy world. These chimeric forms, such
as a dachshund transforming into a train or a man with
a rabbit’s head, a fish carrying a boat, to a giant crab
carrying a castle on its back - are all but typically rendered
in a surrealist’s composition.
This is what the artist Jaylo has presented in his most
recent suite of paintings: an assemblage of figures that do
not exist in our own tangible world. The whole exhibit
consists of paintings, and pen and ink artworks, which are
both done in meticulous detail. His painted works appear
in a soft dreamy texture, whilst the artist’s pointillist
drawings place a contrast with its somewhat rough
surface. The oddity of the artist’s work also rests on the
nostalgic, unworldly feeling emanating from his works, as
if trapped in an old, 1960s carnival, an enigmatic place of
uncertainty whether in the conscious, or sleeping world.

The artist believes that when we daydream, our
imagination is in its most active state. And because of this
surging content of activity, the mind is able to produce the
most surreal images from its meditative state. All these
creations however, are impossible by the mind’s eye alone.
The thoughts must have a reference, and so it takes away
bits and pieces from our memories, the places we have
been, our goals, our desires, and the things we both love
and hate. All these possibilities are endless because in this
world the viewer is in full control of his personal domain,
and like an oneironaut or a dream traveller, he traverses
places that he has gone into, and those that he has never
seen in his life, where he or she is free to determine and
indulge with the adventures of the subconscious.
Jaylo opens a wondrous passage door, inviting his
audience to step in, and immerse themselves into the
world of dreams through his paintings. What he creates
is a pathway, a mode of travel, offering an odyssey of the
mind where one’s jaunt would be so vivid and real, in
an ecosphere full of fantasy, adventure and pixie tales.
Jon Jaylo shares with us his world of reverie and fantasy,
invites us to hold hands with our inner child, abandon all
cares and join him in a journey of wondrous Reverie.
~ Dave

Lock

/ Dave Lock is a full time visual artist, writer and poet, and lives and works in Manila.

{

Night Train to Paris

4 60mm x 410m m / oi l on c anv as / Apr i l of 2 0 1 2

{

Binoculars

429m m x 435m m / oi l on c anv as / Apr i l of 2 0 1 2

The Portrait Artist

500mm x 60 0 m m / oi l on c anv as / 2 0 1 2

}

{

}

“ If the dream is a translation of waking life,
waking life is also a translation of the dream.”
- Rene Magritte

D ream Cha s e r

1223mm x 915mm / oi l on c anvas / Apr i l of 2012

}

{

The Rockstar and the Princess

610mm x 430mm / oi l on c anvas / Apr i l of 2012

The Promise of Adventure

608mm x 1057mm / oi l on c anvas / 2012

{

The Poetry Of Flowers

456mm x 659mm / oi l on c anvas / Apr i l of 2012

}

About The Artist
Jon Jaylo was born in 1975 in Manila. The artist claims as
influences Rene Magritte, Paul del Vaux, Salvador Dali,
Gustav Klimt, Jan Ver Meer and William Bougereau.
Jaylo has earned himself a slew of art patrons that are
drawn to his enigmatic works that narrate “a massively
deep philosophy of thought through a theatrical rendition
of intensely brilliant colors that seem to amuse its audience
and present a status of intellectual complacency”
In the last three years, Jaylo started to gain some
international exposure through the exhibitions he has had
overseas. He has participated in the Uiwang International
Art Fest in Kyunggido, Korea and exhibited in Beyond
Borders III in Singapore in 2008. In 2009 he showed in
Magistrates and Berlin Show in Berlin, Germany and
was part of Kunstart ’09, the 6th international Art Fair
in Bolzano in Italy. He also showed TabiTabi Po in San
Francisco, California in USA. In 2010, he returned to
Germany, with Unlocking an Enigma in Berlin, and Art
Fair 21 Strychnin Bloom in Cologne. Early this year Jon
Jaylo showed at The Distinction Gallery in Escondido,
California – and thereafter showed Methamorphosis
at CoproGalleries in Santa Monica, California with an
international group of artists.
His major exhibitions in Manila throughout the last
five years include: Boxed, in the Cultural Center of the
Philippines and Peculiar People in 2007, Unexamined
Failure, Beautiful Sins, Rekindle, Sweet Tragedies in 2008.
Exhibitions that showcased his works in 2009 were Art 2
Heart, Chaos and Harmony, Art for Youth’s Sake, Illusional
Disfunctional, Iskwalado, Clarity, Seeing You, Seeing Me
and Twelve by Nine, in various galleries in Manila. In
2010, most of his exhibitions were overseas, but Jaylo had
two shows in Manila – taking part in an exhibition in
the Vargas Museum entitled CANVAS: Everyday Filipino
Heroes, and Theatre of Reveries. Imagining Identity 100
Filipino Self Portraits and “Mirage” at the Ayala Museum
in 2011.
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